
Epilator, bikini
trimmer

Satinelle Essential

 

For legs and body

 
HP6548/01

The perfect double act for smooth skin

everywhere

Duo smooth set with exclusive pouch

Different body areas need different solutions. Enjoy fast, longlasting hair removal

on legs and arms with Satinelle epilator and trim and style your bikini area with the

bikini trimmer. BONUS: Limited edition storage bag

Bikini easy trim and style

Wet and dry bikini trimmer with 3mm comb

Fast and gentle epilation

The tweezing discs catch even the shortest hairs (0.5mm)

Wide epilation head for fast and gentle epilation

Easy cleaning

Cleaning brush included and washable epilation head.

Gift item

Exclusive pouch



Epilator, bikini trimmer HP6548/01

Highlights Specifications

Efficient root hair removal

The epilator has uniquely designed discs to

catch even the shortest hairs (0.5mm), 4 x

shorter than with waxing for up to 4 weeks of

hair free skin.

Wide epilation head

The Satinelle epilator has a large head for fast

epilation on legs and arms. Its rounded shape

fits perfectly in your hand for comfortable hair

removal.

Wet and dry bikini trimmer

Trim and style your bikini area. This bikini

trimmer features a mini trimming head that

evenly trims hairs to 0.5 mm. With the comb

attached the hairs are trimmed to 3 mm. Use in

or out of the shower. Battery powered.

Easy cleaning

A cleaning brush is included to remove loose

hairs from epilator discs. Washable epilation

heads ensure hygiene.

Bonus: Exclusive pouch

Keeping epilators in a dry, dust-free space

keeps them hygenic. The set includes a special

limited edition storage bagfor just that!

 

Accessories

Bikini trimmer comb

Mini trimming head: Bikini trimmer: yes

Cleaning brush

Pouch: Exclusive pouch

Ease of use

Handle: Ergonomic

Wet and dry use: Bikini trimmer: yes

Features

Gentle tweezing discs

Speed settings: 1 setting

Performance

Epilation discs: Metal discs

Epilator head: Epilator: 23.5 mm, Washable

Power

Battery Type: Bikini trimmer: 1x AA

Service

Guarantee: 2 years

Technical specifications

Color(s): Purple, White

Number of catching points: Epilator: 20

Number of discs: Epilator: 21

Pulling actions/second speed 1: Epilator: 600

Voltage: Epilator: 13 V, Adapter: 13 V / 400

mA

Wattage: Epilator: 5W, Bikini trimmer: 1 W
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